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Unit 1 – Show Deck  
- One (1) Area, approximately 32’-0”x 16’-0” , wood platforms at a 12” height. 
- Two (2) areas, approximately 12’-0”, 8’-0”, wood platforms at a 12” height.  
- Each platform will have six (6) 2”x4” legs.   
- Faced with masonite or luan, with scenic treatment mimicking the design on the deck.  
- Two escape stairs on the downstage corners of the platforms with a 6” rise.  

Unit 2 – Seating Units 
- Three units of seating 

- One (1) with three TBD heights of levels and one row In front for a total of 9 platforms. 
- Two (2) with two TBD heights and one row in front for a total of 16 platforms  

- All sides except those facing the stage will receive railings.  
Unit 3 – Mural Wall 

- One stretcher frame, approximately 40’-0”w x 16’-0”h to partition the playing space and the 
‘heartbreak’ immersive room.  

- Scenic treatment same as the deck on the playing space side  
§ Soft good will be finished with hidden grommets and ties on top and unfinished on 

sides and bottom for wrapping.  
- Black masking hung on the top pipe on the ‘heartbreak’ side. 

- There will be a 4’x8’ door to enter into the ‘heartbreak’ room.  
- As disguised as much as possible for dramatic effect.  

Unit 4 – Tree 
- 6’-0 diameter trunk  
- Steel cage with inserted branches to sleeve in for install. 
- Nine (9) Branches built as hard plywood with vertical ribs.   

- Wrapped in light weight muslin to evoke a stretched look.  
- Includes swing picked from the grid and made to look attached to branches via set dressing rope.  
- Opening in the back for someone to enter and stretch the fabric wrapped around the front.  
- A grounded branch to the SR will be sat on.  

Unit 5 – Mirror Room 
- Two walls roughly 20’-0”w x 8’-0”h faced fully in mirror lite mirror panels. 

- A plywood capping strip to hold in the mirrors top and bottom, painted black  
- Caps bolted to Boom and Pipe structure. 

- Grid structure above the frames to hold lighting and speakers. TBD design. 
- Concrete floor painted matte black.  
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Unit 6 – Heartbreak Room 
- One (1) stretcher frame, approximately 36’-0”w x 8’- 0” h.  

- Scenic treatment has “heartbreak” back painted to be revealed when backlit. 
§ Soft good will be finished with hidden grommets and ties on top and unfinished on 

sides and bottom for wrapping.  
- Hung from the grate in the gallery.  

Unit 7 – Fabric Room 
- Using the traveler track fabric as masking between the room and playing area.  
- Sixteen (16) 1’-0” diameter sewn fabric tubes hanging from the grate in the gallery.  
- Fabric pulled from Props storage.  
- Sewn in collaboration with props installed by technical.  

 


